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The curves Qk, marking the frequency thresholds for type III separation in the parameter space
of Poincare halfmaps, are investigated further analytically. In the limit of great values of their
argument, the relaxation constant o, all frequency functions Qk are shown to grow algebraically each with the same exponent being |. Furthermore, a perturbation expansion is presented that yields
good results already at a level of approximation where the calculations can be performed analyticaliy1. Introduction
Piecewise-linear continuous dynamical systems
proved helpful in analyzing the dynamical behavior
of different problems like hormonal regulation [1, 2],
nerve conduction equations [3], compliant off-shore
structures [4], or electronic circuits [5], to mention just
a few. For appropriate values of the system parame
ters, all these examples exhibit chaotic behavior,
which can be understood in terms of mechanisms that
separate trajectories with adjacent initial conditions.
Such a separating mechanism has to appear at least
for one parital dynamics of the system; a recurrent
behavior, however, which yields an attractor, requires
the interaction of all the partial dynamics involved.
For the simplest cases, with only two regions in state
space, the notion of Poincare halfmaps [6] turned out
to be a fruitful concept. These maps (denoted here as
P and P) are defined in the plane S, which separates
the two regions, called f and T [7],
When a saddle-focus type dynamics in three space
(with an actual fixed point [8] and negative real eigen
value) generates a halfmap, the mapping behaves discontinuously along a branch cut, the critical spiral y,
being from the domain of the map [6, 7], The latter
property of halfmaps exhibits a separating mecha
nism, which is due to trajectories that touch the
plane S. They lie in between those orbits that exit the
region close to the point of contact of the touching
trajectory and those which perform almost one more
turn around the real eigenvector of the saddle-focus.
Reprint requests to Dr. C. Kahlert, Institut für Physikalische
und Theoretische Chemie der Universität Tübingen, Auf der
Morgenstelle 8, D-7400 Tübingen, F.R.G.

This Separation is called "type I" for values of the
canonical parameters below the curve co2 = q + 1,
and is denoted "type II" above the latter threshold [7],
For a properly chosen second halfmap both types of
separation give rise to a positive Lyapunov ex
ponent [9] and hence chaotic solutions.
As we tune through the canonical parameters [10] of
a saddle-focus (specifically, increase the frequency co
for a fixed value of the relaxation constant {?), beyond
a threshold value, the critical spiral becomes object to
a selection rule which cuts out segments from its naive
ly found ancestor, the curve y. That is, its domain in
the (parametric) r-representation looses connectivity.
While almost all points of y are concerned to orbits
which are touching the separating plane S once, a
"restart point" of the spiral (sfc) marks the entry
(into T) and a "break point" of y(bk) is the first point
of contact of a "doubly touching trajectory". This
yields a third (stronger) kind of separation, called
"type III". Since no trajectory can touch the plane S
more than twice, this is the most complicated behav
ior possible for a single halfmap [7],
The sets of parameter values, where doubly
touching orbits first come into existence, form the
curve
in the 0-co-plane of the canonical parameter
space [7], Beyond
a countable infinity of curves
Qk (k = 2, 3,...) exists. There the kth pair of break and
restart points of y freshly appears; together with a
doubly touching trajectory, which performes k turns
around the real eigenvector of the saddle-focus in be
tween its two points of contact (bk and ck) with S.
An equivalent description of this situation can also
be given in terms of the critical curve <p, which is
formed by the union of exit points of trajectories that
enter the region T in a point of y, i.e., (p is from the
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range of the halfmap. In the latter case the parameters
on Qk mark a situation where cp reaches the line W
(separating the entry from the exit points of the
region T) for the kxh time and therefore a new branch
of the critical curve has to start in s'k, the exit point of
the new born doubly touching orbit. This gives <p a
fanlike shape, which again reflects a selection rule [11].
Although the two conditions for obtaining Qk for
mally look rather different, as far as the canonical
parameters and the mapping times are concerned,
both procedures have to yield the same results - since
both describe the appearance of doubly touching or
bits. The formulas in the "(^-representation" are, how
ever, considerably easier to handle. Thus, in the pres
ent paper, we choose the latter approach to determine
the behavior of the Qk.
In order to obtain the exact threshold curves, a
system of transcendental implicit equations has to be
solved numerically. This yields a sequence of frequen
cies Qk (q) for each value of q . Here an analytical
approximation is presented. To lowest order the result
comes out to be rather simple, having the form of an
algebraic growth law with the same exponent, being
for all k. The next order of approximation is shown to
converge towards the exact solutions for great values
of q. These results allow further insight into the struc
ture of bifurcations, where a chaotic attractor changes
its character.

2. A Short Review of some Results Concerning
the Critical Curve (p
The canonical equation of motion [10] for the dy
namics to be treated here reads
dx
= qx
d7

x + 2 rj = x0.

rj (x) =

with x, q, c o e R (e > l, co > 0) and y (= rj + i£)e<C
This dynamics is assumed to be active inside the re
gion T and induces the map P ~ 1 with domain S + and
range S~ [10]. From now on the latter halfmap will be
considered alone.
As was explained already in [11], the present dy
namics is the time reverse of the one treated in [7] and
[10]. Thus, whenever we talk about "trajectories",

(2 a)

By the direction of the intersecting trajectories, the
separating plane is in a natural manner divided into
halves, S+ and S~, being the union of exit and entry
points, respectively, of the region T. Their boundary
are the non-transversal points of S, which form the
straight line W, that can be represented by the linear
equation
x0 - (q +1)x
(3)
CwM =
2co
see [10]. The point (xf, 0)r, with
q+ r

(lb)

(2)

where the factor "2" is due to the metric of the state
space R x (C. The parameter x0 determines the dis
tance of the fixed point from the separating plane. It
introduces a "natural length scale" in state space,
which essentially performes the anchor of nonlinearity
in our theory. However, since the quantity x0 will not
appear in the parameter equations, the results de
scribed are valid at all length scales given by x0. The
^-coordinates on S are obviously a function of x
alone:

(la)

and
dy
= - (1 + ico)y
dt

"entry" or "exit points", we adopt the opposite time
direction, in order be consistent with the previous
papers. Thus, although the present equation of mo
tion yields a growth of the system in the x-direction,
q will be denoted as a "relaxation constant". This will
help us to avoid clutter and confusion - all terms recur
to the original dynamics.
In the above coordinates the separating plane S,
where the overall dynamics switches its behavior, is
characterized by

(3 a)

where W crosses the x-axis, plays an important role in
the theory of Poincare halfmaps [10].
Let us now turn to the intersection (with S) of trajec
tories which touch the separating plane in a point
of W. From the formalism for calculating critical
curves, as it was developed in [8, 12], the curve
(4)
is obtained in S (since the ^-components are known
from (2 a), they are again omitted). Hereby the two
functions that appear in the components of <p read in
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the parametric r-representation
ZW(T)
xi«"
= x „<„,
1 ~
nM{x)

(4 a)

and
^

- eie +1)z + cos cot
* = ------ — ------------ x
2 sin co t
e —cos co t
+ 2 sin
-------co T x0'

(4 b)

respectively. In the present case, the important (nu
merator and denominator) functions z((p) and n((p) turn
out to be
z(<p)(t) = co —eT(co cos co t —sin co t)
and

(5 a)
(5 b)
n{(p)(t) = co - e(e +1)1(co cos co x - (g +1) sin co t) ,

cf. [11]. These functions contain already the whole in
formation that is required to construct the curves Qk.
As we already saw with y, the critical curve (p too
has to be extracted from the above by applying a
specific selection rule [11]:
(S cp). Only the first appearance of a value x^>)(t) for
x e R + is to be considered as physically meaningful. That
is, <p{r) is a point of cp iff
t = in f{ t'|x ^ (t') = x ^ (t)}.

(6)

Here x^'OOO = x[v)-eex) is the x-coordinate of the
point of contact that a trajectory, which crosses S in
<p(x), has with the separating plane. This rule removes
nonunique inverses (shadow or ghost solutions [13])
of the halfmap, which arise when apparently different
intersection points lead to the same point of contact
(compare Figs. 1 and 5 of [11 ] for the action of 5 (p; see
also [14] for the discussion of selection rules and ghost
solutions in three-region piecewise-linear dynamical
systems).
Adjacent to the entry point of a doubly touching
trajectory there are initial values of orbits that touch
S close to the second point of contact (ck), however,
after having left T already near the first point of con
tact (bk). Thus the onset of a selection coincides with
crossing a curve Qkin parameter space towards higher
frequencies. (For the sake of brevity, we shall not dis
tinguish between a point (p, Qk(^))T on the curve and
the value of its frequency coordinate.) Originally,
these curves were constructed from the properties of
the critical spiral y. At a point of Qk the first two
derivatives of the function x<7)(: = x(tv)-e~et) have to
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vanish for one specific value of x [7]. One major re
sult of [11] was that a collision of a pole and a zero of
tion XsP), which results in the finite value
co2 +1
\
Xw = x°(g -Tl)2 + co2, see [7])' is ec*uivalent to the
above condition. The latter requirement is fulfilled at
simultaneous zeros of z(<p) and n(<p), as can be seen
immediately. This approach yields rather concise ex
pressions (compared to (34) and (36) of [7]) and hence
requires considerably less numerical effort than the
old procedure. In the present case we have to solve the
following system of implicit parameter equations:
z^(xck;Q,Qk) = 0

(7 a)

n^(x<k-,6,Qk) = 0.

(7 b)

and
For an arbitrarily fixed value of the relaxation con
stant q, a solution of (7) is the "mapping time" [10]
xk(q) and the frequency
Although the mapping
time appears just as a parameter of representation, it
gains importance by being the time, which the system
needs to move from the entry or exit point, respective
ly, to the point of contact with S. Thus the product
Qkxk is a physically meaningful and measurable
quantity, a phase, which is even independent of the
actual gauging process, that was employed to obtain
the canonical form of the equation of motion. It is in
fact the only gauge-invariant quantity in the theory.
Another important result of [11] was the fact that
the phase functions Qkx{ are almost constant for all
values of q and that they approach integer multiples of
2 ii, as q grows. Here we are going to present some
interesting consequences of this result. Specifically the
limiting growth law of the curves Qk will be demon
strated explicitly.
3 The Limiting Growth Law for the Curves £2k
In order to obtain detailed information on the be
havior of the Qk for great values of q, we first need a
little Lemma that gives us an upper bound for the
speed of growth of these functions.
Lemma. For q —> oo the curves Qk can be estimated
by
n k(e )< iikQ1- e,
(8)
with pk > 0 and 0 < e < 1. Furthermore,
e-»oo
e-Tfcte)------►go
(9)
holds true.
The proof can be found in the Appendix.
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This result allows us to estimate several expansions
that will appear in the following. Eventually, making
use of the "almost constant phase property" from [11],
we are going to formulate two (g oo)-versions of (7)
being the beginning of a perturbation expansion and
which can be solved analytically. The solutions of
these equations are denoted by jÜk. Here the bar
indicates the limiting property, the lower left index "j"
shows the order of approximation and the upper left
one "/"' gives the iteration order (if there is any). For
the zck a similar convention applies.
As a First step we make use of the fact that the
phases where (7) is fulfilled are almost constant. Con
sequently their deviation functions (or, equivalently,
shift functions) are defined as
ök(Q): = Ük(Q )-fi(Q )-n k,

(10)

where the TIk: = 2 k n are "ideal phases", i.e., the limit
ing values for g -> oo. All ök go towards zero for great
values of g, as can be seen from (A 1) in the Appendix.
Hence it appears reasonable to expand z{cp) and n{<p)
both about the 771in terms of ök. Equation (10) hereby
provides a nonlinear transformation which switches
from (Qk, ifc)- to (Qk, <5k)-coordinates.
Since g does not appear explicitly in (5 a), the system
of implicit equations is of "lower triangular" type and
can hence be solved iteratively. In the first step, z(<p) is
transformed via (10) and then expanded to terms con
taining Sk quadratically. If only the fastest growing
terms are considered, the zeros of the expansion turn
out to fulfill
l ü k(g)ök(g)2 = 2 n k.

grow like g Sk or faster have been taken into consider
ation. This yields as a first approximation on (7 b)
0=

+

(12)

Upon inserting now (11),
= { /2 n k{ß + i)2

(13)

is immediately obtained. Equation (13) is our major
result: We have evolved an explicit expression for the
limiting behavior of the Qk. It shows that all these
curves essentially differ just by a factor \J2 n k, while
they altogether grow approximately like g213.
Let us now compare the latter family of functions to
the the numerically found "true" Qk. In computer ex
periments (with g ~ 50000), we find the relative error
—— ~
to approach zero while the absolute error,
llk
the numerator of the latter expression, tends toward a
finite constant value. This reflects the fact that (13),
although it contains only terms which grow like ök 2,
is correct to order ök 1 (as indicated). The reason for
this behavior is the absence of terms, growing similar
to ö~ \ from the expansion of ni(p). Hence a remaining
constant error appears unavoidable at the present lev
el of accuracy. That is, our lowest order result yields
a limiting growth law.
Figure 1 shows the first five numerically found exact
curves Qk compared to the growth law behavior _ 1Qk

(11)

This is already an important result, it yields a connec
tion between the phase shift and the frequency as they
appear along the curves Qk in parameter space. At a
first sight, the latter relation is correct to order ök.
However, since the first neglected term of the expan
sion is n k8l, (11) is indeed correct to order 5k. Thus
it is a proper tool for an investigation of the limiting
behavior of Qk.
After having solved (7 a) to the desired level of accu
racy, let us now turn to the zeros of
Here, due to
our Lemma, the exponential e(e+1)r* grows much
faster than Qk, hence the zeros of the rightmost ex
pression (in brackets) of (5 b) are our next objective.
For a result of lowest order it suffices to expand to
terms containing dfc. This is again justified by (8) of the
Lemma: gök grows faster than C2kök, and it does so at
least by a factor of order ök 1. Hence all terms that

!
CO

P—
Fig. 1. The first five curves Qk(solid lines) each compared to
the two explicit approximations
(----------) and °£2k
(— • —). While for the first approximation (to order Sk~'),
the relative error decreases, leaving an almost constant ab
solute error, the curves to order ök remove the remaining
deviation for big enough values of q. Parameters: x0 = l.
Axes: g = 1...1000, to = 0...400.
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of (13) and a higher order approximation to be dis
cussed in Section 4. At least for k up to three, (13)
yields already a good approximation. The grade of
accuracy, however, gets worse as the value of k in
creases.

4. Corrections to the Growth Law
Let us now improve upon (13). In contrast to this
"final result", the link between the frequency and the
phase deviation function from (11) is already correct
to order ök. Thus, unlike (12), it needs not be refined
further for the present purpose, and we can immedi
ately turn again to (7 b). Expanding n((p) to order ök
(i.e., taking the first two terms of the sine and cosine
power series) yields a condition for lQk\

0 = (1 _e-<e + l><"fc+*c«?»/^<e>) iflfcte)- (e+l)<5t (e)
(14)

order dk 4, respectively. They yield the first correc
tion to the growth law. The two remaining terms go
like ök 2. In consequence their contributions are the
smallest.
Although in (15) only terms of order dk 2 and faster
growing expressions appear, it is correct to order <5k,
as is indicated. This results from the fact that the latter
equation was obtained from (14) by taking squares
and multiplying it by a factor lQk, which introduces a
term of order ök 2. Another order of ök is gained by an
argument mentioned already: When the sine and co
sine from n{(p) are expanded in a power series, all terms
that appear behave like even powers of ök.
After having compared the different speeds of
growth, it appears reasonable to substitute our above
result for the type III thresholds, that is _ lQk, for 1Qk
in the functions E and C0. Then (15) becomes a cubic
equation (with coefficients C0(_1ß k), C1; C2(_1ü k),
and C3 (_ j ß k)) for °Qk, the zeroth iterate approxima
tion of
Specifically

0 = [i - £ ( _ A ) ] 2-?ok(e)3
- 2 7 7 J l- E ( _ A ) ] /? Ä fc(g)2
= :C2( . 1fik)

In order to treat the first term, co, of (5 b) properly, we
in fact expanded the function ni<p) -e~(e+1)T, which ob
viously has the same zeros as n((p) itself. After some
algebra, utilizing (11), eventually

(16)

= :P (A )
0 = [1 - £ ( 1fik)]2- A t e ) 3 - 2 n k[i - £ ( 1ß fc)]-1ß k(0)2 + n 2k - ,n k{q)
2/7*(e + i)2

2n h
nl
+
3 -M q ) 9 -M eY

(15)

= :Q)( M
is obtained.
In order to handle this expression, let us compare
the speed, of growth for the different constituents of
(15). First the function E: It behaves like exp
( —<5k_1) ~ exp(—^/g) and thus yields only a minor
contribution compared to unity from which it is sub
tracted. Since it decreases exponentially, we shall not
take it into consideration when discussing the other,
algebraically behaving terms. Next, the ^ - t e r m and
the first one in C0 both grow like Sk 6. If only they are
considered, obviously (13) has to reappear, with a
correction due to the exponential E. The second term
in P and the middle one of the function C0 grow to

which can be solved using Cardano's formula. We
shall, however, skip doing this explicitly since it is
standard and the formulas yield no new insight. In the
range where °ßfc is close to the "true" Qk, the above
equation possesses one real and two complex con
jugate roots, as this is the case for (13). Thus, by choos
ing the real root, a unique solution of the problem is
obtained. The first five solutions of (16) are also visual
ized in Fig. 1 above.
To improve the level of accuracy further, we may
now plug °1Qk into E and C0 to obtain an expression
for }ßk, etc., until we arrive at a self-consistent fÜ k
(= Ä ) which is the fixed point of the following itera
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tion scheme:
, + \Qk = se {C3r \ Q k) ■f f i - C2r \ ä k) ■[Ql
+ C1- 1iß k - C or } Ö fc)}.

(17)

Here i? is the operator that corresponds to Cardano's
formula and selects the real root. The indicated proce
dure converges after a few (typically 3) steps and cor
rects °1Ükin most cases by about 1%. Thus the approx
imation that lead to (16) turns out to be well
confirmed. Moreover, Fig. 1 depicts the fact that the
step from _ lQk to °lQk already yields the major contri
bution in correcting the crude growth law towards the
correct curves, that is, to remove the inherent constant
error from (13). Unlike _ lÜk, the function lQk con
verges towards Qk, since all errors die away like öl or
faster. Nevertheless, the speed of convergence is still
rather slow because the ök themselves behave like
It is not hard to expand z(<p) nad n<(p) further, this,
however, will introduce higher powers of ,fifc. Then
the expressions analogous to (11) and (15) have to be
treated numerically. This requires an numerical effort
comparable to that for solving (7) itself. Thus we
terminate our discussion of approximations at the
present level, that yields results which are correct to
order ÖL.

5. Discussions
Now that we have obtained the formal expressions
for the limiting behavior of the curves Qk, let us inter
pret these results in terms of trajectories of the dynam
ical system. As was mentioned already, at parameter
values from Qk a doubly touching trajectory comes
into existence. That is, its entry point (sk) and its first
point of contact (bk) emerge from the point xw on W
[7, 11]. Equivalently, as the final point x^ the criti
cal curve (p collides with W, one specific touching
trajectory gets a second point of contact (ck) and be
comes a doubly touching orbit. Thus, in this limiting
situation, the mapping time zck is the time the system
needs to move from one point on W to another one at
the same line. q kt ck is hence the phase difference of the
two complex numbers yw: = rj (xw) + i £w (xw) and
y'w: = rj (xw •e ~et£) -I- i (xw •e ~e% up to an integer
multiple of 2 n for every single one of the k — 1 extra
turns, which the orbit performs around the real eigen
vector of the saddle-focus.

Let us now estimate the imaginary parts of the focal
coordinates yw and y'w in a range of parameters that
is of interest for our discussion, i.e., we assume
g2 > q l $> q > 1. Since xw -e~et£ decreases exponen
tially, J {y^) is essentially x0/2Qk (more precisely,
0 < J (>>w) < *o/2 ßfcX this means that it is bounded
from below by zero and its upper bound goes to zero
like to q~2/3. For the other imaginary part, J (yw)>we
have to insert xw into (3) and obtain with the above
assumptions
x0 0(0+1
Cwf%) —2 ß fc (e + l)2 + ß k2

xr> ßfr
■— , (18)

cf. (9) of [7], It is now another easy consequence of (13)
that the latter quantity approaches zero to order
q~ 1/3. Thus both numbers yw and y'y, tend (with differ
ent speeds) to be purely real and hence their difference
in phase vanishes.
The argument presented above makes also clear,
why the approximations on Qk get worse with grow
ing values of k. To see how this happens, let us pick
one arbitrarily fixed value of q. Then, again from (13),
the recursion formula Qk+ j (f?) ~ ü k(g) \J{k +1 )/k is
obtained. Putting this result into (18), the sequence of
values £w(xw) is found to scale with the same factor
as the Qk. Moreover, since t^ % n k/Qk, the mapping
times scale approximately like i / l + 2/k + 1/k2 and
hence the imaginary part of
grows and gets closer
to its upper bound x0/(2 Qk) as k is increased. This
visualizes that the sequence (5fc(^) strictly increases
with k. In consequence, the expansions approximating
z((p) and n((f>) become less accurate when we jump from
one q k to the next, for one fixed value of q. The de
crease in accuracy may be estimated by the "curves of
constant phase shift" (ök = constant). To lowest order
these curves turn out to be straight lines, as can be
seen immediately from (12).
Let us finally mention that the growth law for the
Qkcould have been obtained also in a less constructive
way. As was shown in [14], a "creation curve"
(which marks in three-region systems the first appear
ance of a doubly touching trajectory with points of
contact on both separating planes) can be character
ized by a collision of the critical curve cp with the
return-transfer boundary T. Since this boundary is
always from the halfplane S + (see [8]), the final point
x^v of (p crosses T prior to its reaching W. Hence,
whenever the branching points (sJJ of q>, in the in
stance of their coming into existence, are located to
the left of f (a condition on q for this behavior will be
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presented in [15]), the curves Qk and
appear in an
alternating manner as the frequency is increased (see
Fig. 7 of [14]). The limiting growth law for the
was
shown in [16] to be of the 3-type. Thus the Qk can
not grow with a different exponent. Otherwise these
curves would have to intersect the creation curves Tk.
This, however, means that ip touches W and r simul
taneously, contradicting the fact that the returntransfer boundary r is always located to the left of the
line W.
To conclude, the charting of the canonical parame
ter space, as it was indicated earlier [7, 11], is now
understood much better. The growth law for the
curves Qk and its corrections allow us to detect the
scaling behavior and other properties of frequencies
and characteristic times. Hereby it is a remarkable fact
that the canonical parameters, which determine the
natural time scales of the dynamics, show no such
"characteristic length". The curves Qk behave alge
braically, and hence in the canonical parameter space
all scales are found. The result presented is thus an
important tool for a further development of the theory
of piecewise-linear dynamical systems.
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are the conditions for the curves Q in parameter space,
(5) is the present object of investigation. In a region
where Q > 1, the sine-term in (5 a) can be neglected
compared to Q cos (Q t c). Hence the zeros of z((p) in this
case appear at a value that is close to the phase
Q(g)T2(g) = arccoss [e~rC(e)] = 2n + S(g). (Al)
Instead of using this expression explicitly, we make
use only of the fact that t c behaves like 1/fl and thus
assume the zero of z{(p) to be shifted from 2 k (or,
equivalently, zero) by a phase S, whose modulus tends
toward zero for growing values of g. Putting this into
n(<p), neglecting "l's" compared to g, and expanding to
terms that contain S to first order, yields for the zeros
0 = ß t e ) - e *lC(c)[ ß t e ) - e <5te)].

(A 2)

Implications:
(1) Let us assume that the function Q grows faster
than linearly. Then the right-hand side of (A 2) may be
written as
HL + : = Q(e)<l - exp A 0l l ( \ _ 8 0
(A3)
where a is the true phase that has to be from the
interval (2 n, 3 k). Since g/Q is assumed to approach
zero, we expand HL + in terms of g/Q and obtain

Appendix
Proof of the Lemma. A new doubly touching trajec
tory appears as the final point x^, of cp reaches the line
W. Let us first look for a lower and an upper bound
for the phase difference of the two points of contact
being bk = xw and ck = x [11]. Since both lie on the
line W and have x-components less than x0 their
^-components are positive (cf. (2)). While the
^-component of x^ is always greater than zero
(x^ < xc), the one of xw has to be negative for all
frequencies beyond yjg +1 (a condition that is ful
filled for all Qk, see [7]), since in this case xw > xc
[7,11]. Thus the phase difference between the two
points is from the interval (2 n, 3 k) - up to an integer
multiple of 2 71 to be suppressed further on, like the
index "k" of Q and t c. In consequence, t c may vary
from 2k/Q to 3 k/Q.
Let us now show that Q grows slower than linearly
with g. First, if Q stays bounded, (8) is fulfilled trivially,
hence we may assume Q to grow beyond any finite
upper bound. Since simultaneous zeros of zi(p) and n(<p)

HL + = g

Ö (ß )-a +

Q(g)

(A4)

This shows that (for 0 -> oo) HL + is dominated by the
(0 er)-term. It thus does not vanish, as is required for
n(<p)(tc(0); 0, Q (0)). Hence our first assumption yields a
contradiction to the prerequisite of the Lemma.
(2) Next, let us assume that g/Q -> pi as 0 grows, i.e., Q
increases linearly with g. In this case the right-hand
side of (A 2) can, for great values of g, be approximated
by
HL: = p i g { \- e ^ [ \- p iö ( g ) ] } .

(A 5)

For 0 00 this function behaves like g pi( 1 —eaß) and
hence (since g pi, o pi > 0) gows linearly towards —go
instead of vanishing. This again contradicts the re
quired zero of n(<p) along the curve Q.
Thus we have proved that Q indeed increases slower
than linearly and both expressions g/Q and 0 zc
= 0 a/Q grow beyond any given upper bound.
q.e.d.
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